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Abstract: Cloud and Aerosol Imager (CAI) onboard the Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite
(GOSAT) is a multi-band sensor designed to observe and acquire information on clouds and aerosols.
In order to retrieve aerosol optical depth (AOD) over land from the CAI sensor, a Dark Target
(DT) algorithm for GOSAT CAI was developed based on the strategy of the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) DT algorithm. When retrieving AOD from satellite platforms,
determining surface contributions is a major challenge. In the MODIS DT algorithm, surface signals
in the visible wavelengths are estimated based on the relationships between visible channels and
shortwave infrared (SWIR) near the 2.1 µm channel. However, the CAI only has a 1.6 µm band to
cover the SWIR wavelengths. To resolve the difficulties in determining surface reflectance caused by
the lack of 2.1 µm band data, we attempted to analyze the relationship between reflectance at 1.6 µm
and at 2.1 µm. We did this using the MODIS surface reflectance product and then connecting the
reflectances at 1.6 µm and the visible bands based on the empirical relationship between reflectances
at 2.1 µm and the visible bands. We found that the reflectance relationship between 1.6 µm and
2.1 µm is typically dependent on the vegetation conditions, and that reflectances at 2.1 µm can
be parameterized as a function of 1.6 µm reflectance and the Vegetation Index (VI). Based on our
experimental results, an Aerosol Free Vegetation Index (AFRI2.1)-based regression function connecting
the 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm bands was summarized. Under light aerosol loading (AOD at 0.55 µm < 0.1),
the 2.1 µm reflectance derived by our method has an extremely high correlation with the true 2.1 µm
reflectance (r-value = 0.928). Similar to the MODIS DT algorithms (Collection 5 and Collection 6),
a CAI-applicable approach that uses AFRI2.1 and the scattering angle to account for the visible
surface signals was proposed. It was then applied to the CAI sensor for AOD retrieval; the retrievals
were validated by comparisons with ground-level measurements from Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET) sites. Validations show that retrievals from the CAI have high agreement with the
AERONET measurements, with an r-value of 0.922, and 69.2% of the AOD retrieved data falling
within the expected error envelope of ± (0.1 + 15% AODAERONET).
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols are solid particles or liquid droplets suspended in the atmosphere with
diameters ranging from 10−3 to 102 micrometers [1]. Aerosol is a major component of the atmosphere
and plays an important role in global environmental and climate change [2]. Aerosols can absorb
or scatter the incoming solar radiation and affect the Earth’s radiation budget, thus modulating the
warming or cooling of the Earth [2,3]. Ground-level aerosols, also known as particulate matter (PM), are
associated with human health and as such are regulated as a priority air quality pollutant [4,5]. Aerosol
monitoring contributes significantly to the understanding of the Earth’s environmental systems.
Satellites are increasingly being used to monitor the spatial and temporal distribution of aerosols
from a local to global scale, and to study their physical and chemical properties [6]. Spectral aerosol
optical depth (AOD) is the most frequently used aerosol optical property, because it is directly related
to PM loading. AOD derived from satellite observations has thus been used as a proxy for surface
PM [5,7]. AOD is a dimensionless measure of aerosol abundance and the amount of solar light
extinction (scattering and absorption) caused by aerosol particles passing through a column of the
atmosphere [7,8]. The satellite sensor receives a reflectance containing contributions from both the land
surface and the atmosphere (especially aerosols). The main challenge of aerosol retrieval over land is
to remove the surface contributions from the integrated reflectance signal at the satellite level [9–11].
Several algorithms have been developed based on different physical principles to separate the
surface and atmospheric contributions for different sensors [12]. For instance, Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), as typical single-view sensors, use the shortwave infrared
(SWIR) channel to determine surface reflectance in the visible (VIS) channels based on the stable
relationship between the VIS and SWIR channels [13,14]. Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer
(MISR) and Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) are multiangular sensors that
make it possible to accurately account for directional surface scattering [15,16]. The Polarization and
Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectance (POLDER) instrumentation on the Advanced Earth Observing
Satellite 1 (ADEOS-1) can achieve polarization measurement, which allows ground contributions to
be determined based on the fact that atmospheric scattering is much more polarized than surface
reflection [11,17]. Dark Target (DT) is a classic and popular technique for surface reflectance estimation
and has been successfully applied to MODIS [18,19], Landsat Thematic Mapper [10], and Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) [20,21], as well as several other sensors [22–24]. The DT
approach assumes that aerosols over “dark” surfaces (such as vegetated land and dark oceans) will
brighten the scene, and the aerosol signal is a major component of the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) signal
in this case [24,25]. Thus, low surface reflectance values favor good discrimination between the surface
and atmospheric contributions. In the MODIS DT algorithm, the influence of aerosols on the SWIR
2.1 µm channel is negligible (except for heavy aerosol or dusts), so the correlations of reflectance in the
0.47, 0.65, and 2.1 µm channels are used to estimate the surface reflectance. Although highly accurate
estimations can be made over low reflectance areas, the DT algorithm is limited by surface conditions
and cannot be used over bright-reflection regions, such as cities, deserts, or semi-desert regions; this
is because the surface reflectance signals over these regions are too large, which makes it difficult to
discriminate aerosol contributions from satellite level TOA signals [1,26,27].
The mature and well-defined MODIS DT algorithm is used to retrieve aerosol properties over the
land and ocean twice a day with near-global coverage [12]. In theory, the MODIS DT algorithm can be
applied to any sensor that measures reflectance in wavelength bands that cover VIS (red or blue bands)
and SWIR (2.1 µm band) [25]. The Dark Target group has already adapted the MODIS DT algorithm to
run operationally on the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) instrument aboard the
Suomi-NPP polar orbiting satellite so as to create a long-term global AOD record [24,28]. However, it
is worth noting that the operational MODIS DT algorithm is based on SWIR-VIS surface relationships,
with 2.1 µm being the key band for estimating surface reflectance. As such, adapting the MODIS DT
algorithm to the sensors that do not have SWIR bands close the 2.1 µm band is difficult.
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The Thermal and Near-Infrared Sensor for Carbon Observation Cloud and Aerosol Imager
(TANSO-CAI) is one of the observation instruments onboard the Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite
(GOSAT). The GOSAT was designed to measure the total columns of carbon dioxide and methane,
which are observed by the Fourier Transform Spectrometer (TANSO-FTS) [29,30]. The TANSO-CAI
visualizes atmospheric and ground surface conditions during the daytime. One of its missions is to
detect clouds and aerosols in the FTS’s field of view to correct the obtained spectra with FTS [30].
However, because TANSO-CAI is a single-view sensor without any polarization information or SWIR
bands near 2.1 µm, most of the conventional aerosol retrieval algorithms are not applicable [31].
For the time being, TANSO-CAI cannot provide any definitive aerosol data, so the aerosol-related
information necessary for correcting TANSO-FTS data is derived from other platforms [32]. Although
the challenges involved in developing an algorithm for retrieving AOD from GOSAT TANSO-CAI
are considerable, such an algorithm is considered essential if precise aerosol information from the
TANSO-CAI is ever to be obtained. It has the potential to reduce aerosol-related errors and improve the
accuracy of TANSO-FTS data, and will also expand the scope of future aerosol-related research [33].
In this study, we aimed to adapt a MODIS-like DT algorithm to the GOSAT TANSO-CAI, which
has only one 1.6 µm SWIR band. Due to the lack of a SWIR band near 2.1 µm, determining the surface
reflectance in the VIS band is comparatively difficult [34]. To resolve the difficulty in determining the
surface reflectance, we explored the reflectance relationship between the 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm bands
(1.6 vs. 2.1), and attempted to develop an operational algorithm for aerosol retrieval.
2. Theoretical Basis of AOD Retrieval
Assuming that the land surface is a Lambertian surface and that the atmospheric and aerosol
loading are horizontally uniform, the relationship between TOA reflectance (RTOA), atmospheric
contribution (RAtm), and surface reflectance (RSurf) can be described by Equation (1):
RTOA(λ,µ0,µ, ϕ) = RAtm(λ,µ0,µ, ϕ) +
RSurf(λ)Td(λ,µ0)Tu(λ,µ)
1 − RSurf(λ)S(λ) (1)
where λ is a given wavelength; µ0, µ, and ϕ are the cosine of the solar zenith angle, the cosine of the
satellite zenith angle, and the relative azimuth angle between the sun and the satellite, respectively; S
is the atmospheric hemispherical albedo; Td is the atmospheric transmittance from TOA to the surface;
and Tu is the atmospheric transmission from the Earth’s surface to a satellite receiver [10,35]. The
terms of RAtm, TdTu, and S are important atmospheric parameters that are functions of the AOD (τ)
and can be extracted using the radiative transfer model. Therefore, as Equation (1) shows, if the surface
reflectance can be determined, then the AOD can be retrieved. Aerosol retrieval algorithms have been
developed for many different satellite platforms based on this principle [36].
The DT approach for estimating surface reflectance over “dark” surfaces has been widely used
in aerosol retrieval and atmospheric correction. By using aircraft images from the Landsat Thematic
Mapper and the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), and spectral data measured
from the ground, Kaufman et al. [10,37] summarized the linear relationship between the surface
reflectance in the blue (0.47 µm) and red (0.65 µm) bands, and reflectance in the 2.1 µm band, as follows:{
R0.65 = R2.1/2
R0.47 = R2.1/4
(2)
where R2.1 is the reflectance at 2.1 µm. The 2.1 µm band is barely affected by aerosol path radiance
and can penetrate most aerosols. Therefore, the surface reflectance in the blue (0.47 µm) and
red (0.65 µm) bands can be determined using Equation (2). This method was used to create the
MODIS aerosol product of Collection 4. Additional information that allows better estimation of
the surface reflectance has recently been introduced into the MODIS DT algorithm. After several
studies suggested that the surface reflectance relationships in the VIS and 2.1 µm bands were angle
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dependent [38–40], Levy et al. [18] found that different surface types display different ratios between
the surface reflectance of the VIS and 2.1 µm bands (the complete regression including slope and
y-intercept). To reduce errors in the existing method, Levy et al. expanded Equation (2) and proposed a
second-generation operational algorithm for MODIS data (Collection 5), which took the dependencies
of angular variability and surface type into account, as in Equations (3):{
R0.65 = R2.1 × slope0.65/2.1 + yint0.65/2.1
R0.47 = R0.65 × slope0.47/0.65 + yint0.47/0.65
where {
slope0.65/2.1 = slope
NDVISWIR
0.65/2.1 + 0.002 × Θ− 0.27
yint0.65/2.1 = − 0.00025 × Θ + 0.033{
slope0.47/0.65 = 0.49
yint0.47/0.65 = 0.005
where in turn 
slopeNDVISWIR0.65/2.1 = 0.48; NDVISWIR < 0.25,
slopeNDVISWIR0.65/2.1 = 0.58; NDVISWIR > 0.75,
slopeNDVISWIR0.65/2.1 = 0.48 + 0.2 × (NDVISWIR − 0.25);
0.25 ≤ NDVISWIR ≤ 0.75
(3)
where slope0.65/2.1 and yint0.65/2.1 are the slope and the intercept for the relationship of the surface
reflectance in the 0.65 µm and 2.1 µm channels, and slope0.47/0.65 and yint0.47/0.65 are the slope and
intercept for the relationship between the surface reflectance in 0.47 µm and 0.65 µm channels. Θ is
the scattering angle, defined as Equation (4). NDVISWIR is an aerosol resistant measure of vegetation
“greenness,” defined in Equation (5).
Θ = cos−1( − cos θ0 cos θ + sin θ0 sin θ cos∅) (4)
where θ0, θ, and φ are the solar zenith angle, the satellite zenith angle, and the relative azimuth angle
between the sun and the satellite, respectively.
NDVISWIR = (R1.2 − R2.1)/(R1.2 + R2.1) (5)
where R1.2 is the MODIS-measured reflectance at 1.2 µm. Surface reflectance estimations in both
MODIS retrieval algorithm Collection 5 and the currently operational Collection 6 are based on
this method.
Due to the lack of any 2.1 µm band on board the GOSAT TANSO-CAI, the MODIS and
TANSO-CAI all measure reflectance at 1.6 µm. Note that 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm belong to longer
wavelengths that are much less affected by aerosols; thus, if there was a reliable relationship between
the reflectance of the 1.6 µm and the 2.1 µm channels, then the potential exists to develop a MODIS-like
DT algorithm that uses the 1.6 µm band to estimate VIS surface reflectance.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Satellite Data and Ground-Level Data
In this study, TANSO-CAI data from GOSAT, surface reflectance product and aerosol product data
from MODIS, and ground-level AOD data from the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) were used.
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3.1.1. GOSAT TANSO-CAI Data
The GOSAT satellite is the world’s first spacecraft to measure greenhouse gases. A joint project of
the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), the Ministry of the Environment of Japan (MOE),
and the National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES) of Japan, it was successfully launched on
23 January 2009. TANSO-CAI is aboard GOSAT, conducting daytime observations of the atmosphere
and ground surfaces in four spectral bands: 1 (0.370–0.390 µm); 2 (0.664–0.684 µm); 3 (0.860–0.880 µm);
and 4 (1.560–1.650 µm). The spatial resolution at nadir is 500 m for bands 1–3, and 1500 m for band 4.
GOSAT revisits the same point in space every 3 days [30].
GOSAT provides three processing-level products derived from TANSO-CAI observations:
radiances, cloud flag, global radiance and reflectance distribution, as well as Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) products [30]. In our study, AOD retrieval uses CAI L1B+ radiance products,
on which radiometric and geometric corrections (orthorectification, band-to-band registration, and
resampling) are performed [41,42]. Before AOD retrieval, the radiance has to be converted to reflectance
using Equation (6):
RTOA =
(
pi × Lλ × d2
)
/(Eλ × cos θ0 ) (6)
where L is the radiation brightness of the corresponding TANSO-CAI band, d is the distance
between the Sun and the Earth, and E is the solar irradiance with weighting response function
of the corresponding TANSO-CAI band. In addition, the CAI L1B+ radiance product provides detailed
observational information (such as the solar zenith/azimuth angles and satellite zenith/azimuth
angles) [43].
3.1.2. MODIS Surface Reflectance Product (MOD09)
Each MODIS surface reflectance data set (MOD09) is a seven-band product computed from
MODIS-Terra Level 1B land bands 1 (0.620–0.670 µm); 2 (0.841–0.876 µm); 3 (0.459–0.479 µm);
4 (0.545–0.565 µm); 5 (1.230–1.250 µm); 6 (1.628–1.652 µm); and 7 (2.105–2.155 µm). After adjusting
for the effects of atmospheric gases, aerosols and thin cirrus clouds, the surface reflectance of
MOD09 is estimated as if it would have been measured at ground level [44–46]. Thus, MOD09
surface reflectance is the source for the generation of downstream land surface products, such as
the Vegetation Index (VI); Leaf Area Index (LAI)/Fraction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(FPAR); Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)/Albedo; Land Cover; Snow Cover; and
Thermal Anomalies [47,48]. MOD09 Collection 5 has been validated, and for good quality retrievals
(quality assurance: no cloud, cloud shadow, or high aerosol), the accuracy of the 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm
channels is such that 97.69% and 98.64% of the observations were within the theoretical error bars of
±(0.005 + 5%) for the responding reflectance band [48].
3.1.3. AERONET AOD Data
The ground-level AOD data are from AERONET [49], a worldwide remote sensing aerosol
network that provides information on various aerosol properties using the direct sun measurements of
spectral AOD and the use of multiangular and multispectral measurements of sun radiance [2]. Unlike
satellite remote sensing, AERONET measurements are unaffected by the uncertainties associated with
surface properties and aerosol type assumptions. AERONET AOD products have been validated with
a low uncertainty of 0.01 at VIS and near infrared (NIR) wavelengths [49,50]. Thus, AERONET level
2.0 (cloud screened and quality-assured) data were used in this study to validate AOD retrieval from
the satellite. In addition, the AERONET data were utilized to assist in the selection of the experimental
data. However, since the AOD retrievals in this study were at 0.55 µm, a wavelength that AERONET
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does not use to measure AOD, the AERONET AOD needs to be interpolated to 0.55 µm using the
Angstrom exponent α [51], defined as,
α = − ln(τλ/τ0.55)
ln(λ/0.55)
(7)
3.2. The Relationship between Reflectances at 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm
To analyze the reflectance relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1, the MODIS surface reflectance product
was used as the experimental data. Knowledge of AOD is an important factor that can affect the
accuracy of the surface reflectance product [52,53]. As such, the experimental data selection referenced
ground-level AOD measurements taken from close proximity to the AERONET sites to ensure the data
used in the analyses were highly accurate. The experimental surface reflectance data were selected
from nine AERONET sites in different global regions according to the following criteria: the MOD09
data should be obtained under cloud-free conditions, from locations within 25 km from the AERONET
sites; the MODIS-Terra overpasses within ±30 min of the AERONET measurements; and the measured
AOD values should be lower than 0.1 (in order to minimize the influence of multiple aerosol scattering).
The linear relationship of surface reflectances at 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm is shown in Figure 1a, and has
a correlation coefficient (r) value of 0.847. Despite the high r-value, the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 shows
considerable scatter. For example, when the surface reflectance value of the 1.6 µm channel is 0.2, the
corresponding scatter plots show surface reflectance values of the 2.1 µm channel ranging from 0.055
to 0.175, obviously biased against the regression line. Such uncertainty could result in incorrect surface
reflectance estimations, thereby leading to large errors in AOD retrieval [18].
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In light of this, the relationship between the surface reflectance at 0.6 µm and 2.1 µm is more robust,
while the relationship between the surface reflectance at 0.6 µm and 1.6 µm is very sensitive to the
amount of surface vegetation [18,22,54]. It could be expected that the surface reflectance relationship
of 1.6 vs. 2.1 may also be dependent on the amount of vegetation. To confirm this conjecture and to
develop a method for reducing scatter in the relationship between 1.6 vs. 2.1, we used the NDVI as
a tuner to explore a new relationship. The NDVI is a commonly applied numerical indicator used
for evaluating vegetation conditions; it could be calculated with the reflectance of the red and NIR
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bands obtained from the space platform using Equation (8) [55]. NDVI values range from negative one
to positive one; zero and negative values represent non-vegetated surfaces (such as soil, water, and
snow), and higher values indicate the higher possible densities of green vegetation [56].
NDVI = (RNIR − Rred)/(RNIR + Rred) (8)
where RNIR and Rred are the reflectances of the NIR and red bands, respectively.
Figure 1b shows the relationship between surface reflectances at 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm. The colors of
the points are their corresponding NDVI values, according to the colored bar. As the figure shows,
the NDVI is a significant factor in the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1. The exhibited evident regulation
according to NDVI distribution is that the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 seems to be vegetation dependent.
As NDVI values vary from high to low, the slope of the corresponding linear relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1
is continuously increasing. This verifies the previous conjecture that the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 is
also sensitive to the amount of vegetation.
Compared with using the linear relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 directly, as shown in Figure 1a, it is
possible to improve the accuracy of surface reflectance estimation through an NDVI-based correlation
of 1.6 vs. 2.1. However, it is important to note that aerosols can influence the NDVI, with NDVI values
typically decreasing as AOD increases, thus limiting its potential to evaluate surface conditions [1,22].
To overcome this drawback, other vegetation indices that are not sensitive to atmospheric aerosols
could replace the NDVI. In the Dark Target algorithm Collection 5 and Collection 6, the NDVISWIR, a
measure of vegetation “greenness” highly correlated with the regular NDVI, was proposed. NDVISWIR
(shown as Equation (5)) is defined as a function of the MODIS-measured reflectances of the 1.2 µm
and 2.1 µm channels. Because longer wavelengths are much less affected by aerosols, consequently,
NDVISWIR is aerosol resistant [18,57].
GOSAT TANSO-CAI does not possess the 1.2 µm and 2.1 µm bands, making it difficult to apply
NDVISWIR in this instance. We attempted to employ the Aerosol Free Vegetation Index (AFRI2.1) [58]
to establish a new VI-based relationship for 1.6 vs. 2.1. AFRI2.1 is calculated by using the NIR and
SWIR bands as follows:
AFRI2.1 = (RNIR − 0.5 × R2.1)/(RNIR + 0.5 × R2.1) (9)
where RNIR is the reflectance of the NIR (MODIS channel 2). In this equation, the coefficient 0.5
is determined based on the experiment results of Karnieli et al. [58], who flew over a variety of
ground surfaces in Israel, and performed measurements using a field spectrometer under clear sky
conditions. The empirical linear relationship between the SWIR spectral band around 2.1 µm and
the red band around 0.6 µm was revealed as R0.6 = 0.5R2.1. One key difference that emerges when
comparing AFRI2.1 (Equation (9)) with the regular NDVI (Equation (8)), is that the reflectance of the
red band in the NDVI has been replaced by the reflectance of the SWIR (2.1 µm) band, according to
the mathematical relationship between the red and SWIR (2.1 µm) bands. Because the wavelength of
SWIR is considered to have a much longer wavelength than most aerosols, SWIR has the ability to
penetrate atmospheric aerosols. In addition, SWIR is sensitive to vegetation. With these advantages,
AFRI2.1 is less susceptible to aerosol influence [58–60].
We used the AFRI2.1 to interpret how the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 changes with different surface
conditions. The results are displayed in Figure 2, which also shows similarities to Figure 1b. To
study in more quantitative detail how the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 varies with AFRI2.1, we picked
out and grouped several experimental data from the sum of points in Figure 2, according to certain
given AFRI2.1 values. Each of the selected points groups is displayed in Figure 3, in which the surface
reflectance of the 2.1 µm band is a function of the surface reflectance at 1.6 µm and the given AFRI2.1
values. The given AFRI2.1 values are all from 0.400 to 0.900, with intervals of 0.05. Compared with the
linear correlation of 1.6 vs. 2.1 (in Figure 1a), all the scatter plots in Figure 3 have stronger correlations,
and their corresponding r-values are seemingly higher than that in Figure 1a, implying that such an
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AFRI2.1-based relationship has the potential capacity to describe the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 with
higher accuracy than merely using the general linear relationship (as shown in Figure 1a). Considering
the regression functions of these scatter plots in Figure 3, the slopes of their regression lines become
distinctly smaller as their AFRI2.1 values increase. In order to understand the changes of these
regression functions with varied AFRI2.1, the slopes and intercepts of these regression lines were
compared with their corresponding AFRI2.1 values. Figure 4 shows that there is a very strong inverse
relationship between the slope and AFRI2.1, and its r-value is as high as −0.968. In addition, the
relationship between intercepts and AFRI2.1 has an r-value of −0.742. Based on these results, the
slope and intercept for the relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1 for different AFRI2.1 values can be determined,
allowing an AFRI2.1-based regression function (Equation (10)) for estimating the reflectance in the
2.1 µm channel from the 1.6 µm channel to be formulated as follows:
R2.1 = Slope1.6/2.1 × R1.6 + Intercept1.6/2.1
with
Slope1.6/2.1 = a1 × AFRI2.1 + b1
Intercept1.6/2.1 = a2 × AFRI2.1 + b2 (10)
where R2.1 and R1.6 are the surface reflectances at 2.1 µm and 1.6 µm, and Slope1.6/2.1 and Intercept1.6/2.1
are the function of AFRI2.1, with the coefficients a1 =−0.7606, b1 = 0.9763, a2 =−0.0332, and b2 = 0.0286,
which are decided according to the experiment results in Figure 4. We tested the performances of the
linear regression function (as shown in Figure 1a) and the AFRI2.1-based regression function derived
by our team. The estimated results using the linear and the AFRI2.1-based regression functions are
compared with the true values, and the results are shown in Figure 5a,b, respectively. It is obvious
that the AFRI2.1-based estimations correlate better with the true values. The comparisons in Figure 5b
show much less scattering, and the r-value of the regression has clearly improved.
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3.3. Estimation of Aerosol Free V getation Index (AFRI2.1) Using NIR and 1.6 µm Bands
Although the AFRI2.1-based approach performed well in testing, it is worth noting that the test
results shown in Figure 5b are based on known AFRI2.1. For sensors equipped with 2.1 µm and NIR
bands, the AFRI2.1 can easily be directly calculated using Equation (9). However, it is not feasible to
derive the AFRI2.1 from unequipped sensors (e.g., GOSAT TANSO-CAI). To resolve this difficulty, we
developed a new method to estimate AFRI2.1 using the 1.6 µm band. Equations (9) and (10) can be
rewritten as Equations (11) and (12):
AFRI2.1 = (R0.8 − 0.5 × R2.1)/(R0.8 + 0.5 × R2.1) (11)
R2.1 = (a1 × AFRI2.1 + b1) × R1.6 + a2 × AFRI2.1 + b2 (12)
where R0.8 is the reflectance of the MODIS NIR channel, of which the center wavelength is at 0.86 µm.
To substitute Equation (12) into Equation (11), the unknown term R2.1 can be eliminated; after
rearranging, a quadratic equation in AFRI2.1 can be obtained (Equation (13)). The solutions are
presented as Equation (14):
AFRI2.12 × 0.5 × (a1 × R1.6 + a2) + AFRI2.1 × (R0.8 + 0.5 × (a1 + b1) × R1.6 + 0.5 × (a2 + b2))
+ (0.5 × b1 × R1.6 + 0.5 × b2 − R0.8) = 0 (13)
AFRI2.1 =
−(R0.8 + 0.5 × (a1 + b1) × R1.6 + 0.5 × (a2 + b2))±
√
(R0.8 + 0.5 × (a1 + b1) × R1.6 + 0.5 × (a2 + b2))2−4 × 0.5 × (a1 × R1.6+a2) × (0.5 × b1 × R1.6 + 0.5 × b2 − R0.8)
2 × 0.5 × (a1 × R1.6+a2) (14)
AFRI2.1 in Equations (13) and (14) can be estimated using the 0.8 µm and .6 µm bands. In actual
application, AFRI2.1 solutions have two roots, because the AFRI2.1 values should all be within the range
of−1 to 1 (similar to the NDVI); thus, there would be one reasonable root falling inside this range, with
another unreasonable root falling outside of it. Using the estimated AFRI2.1 and Equation (12), the R2.1
can be calculated. The performances of the AFRI2.1 and R2.1 values estimated using the 1.6 µm-based
approach were also tested by comparing them with their corresponding true values. Figure 6a shows
the scatter plot of the estimated AFRI2.1 versus true AFRI2.1, and Figure 6b shows the scatter plot of
the estimated R2.1 versus the true R2.1. All estimations show very good agreement with the true values,
and the derived r-values are all above 0.92. The regression slope value is near to 1, and the intercept is
close to 0.
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3.4. Estimation of TANSO-CAI Surface Reflectance at 0.67 µm from the 1.6 µm Band
An AFRI2.1-based regression function used to describe the reflectance relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1
was established through experimentation with MODIS surface reflectance products. Following the
method used in the MODIS DT algorithm, the surface reflectance for the 0.6 µm band can be obtained
from the 1.6 µm band by using the estimated reflectance at 2.1 µm. In the operational MODIS DT
algorithm version of Collection 5 and the current Collection 6, the reflectance relationship of the
0.6 µm and 2.1 µm bands is adjusted according to geometry and vegetation amount. The geometry is
based on the scattering angle (Equation (4)), and the vegetation amount is estimated by NDVISWIR
(Equation (5)), a variant of the NDVI based on the SWIR bands [61]. When developing a MODIS-like
AOD retrieval algorithm for TANSO-CAI, the scattering angle can be easily determined using
observational information such as the solar zenith/azimuth angle and the satellite zenith/azimuth
angle. AFRI2.1 can also accurately predict the vegetation amount. The relationship between NDVISWIR
and AFRI2.1 was calculated using experimental MODIS surface products, and is presented in Figure 7.
It is evident that AFRI2.1 correlates highly with NDVISWIR (r = 0.943). According to this relationship,
AFRI2.1 can be considered an appropriate replacement for NDVISWIR and suitable for practical use
in the surface reflectance estimation method. Based on the previous analysis, a 1.6 µm band-based
method that follows the MODIS DT algorithm (Equations (3)) for estimating surface reflectance at
0.6 µm can be described as follows:
R0.6 = REstimated2.1 × slope0.6/2.1 + yint0.6/2.1
where {
slope0.6/2.1 = slope
AFRI2.1
0.6/2.1 + 0.002 × Θ − 0.27
yint0.6/2.1 = − 0.00025×Θ + 0.033
where in turn 
slopeAFRI2.10.6/2.1 = 0.48; AFRI2.1 < 0.46,
slopeAFRI2.10.6/2.1 = 0.58; AFRI2.1 > 0.89,
slopeAFRI2.10.6/2.1 = 0.48 + 0.2 × (1.154 × AFRI2.1 − 0.531);
0.46 ≤ AFRI2.1 ≤ 0.89
(15)
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where the AFRI2.1 and the estimated reflectance at 2.1 µm, REstimated2.1 can all be determined using the
1.6 µm band, according to the method described in Section 3.3.
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Table 1 summarizes the specifications of the MODIS and GOSAT TANSO-CAI bands associated
with this study. Although both GOSAT TANSO-CAI and MODIS have bands near the 0.6 µm, 0.8 µm,
and 1.6 µm wavelengths, differences exist in their center wavelengths and bandwidths, as well as
in their spectral response functions. When applying Equations (15) to GOSAT TANSO-CAI data,
the differences between the two platforms should first be determined and then corrected. Moreover,
because the proposed method was developed based on MODIS experimental data, it should be
noted that in actual application the surface reflectance of 0.6 µm would be estimated from the TOA
reflectances of the 0.8 µm and 1.6 µm bands. In order to adapt the method (shown as Equations (15))
that was developed based on the MODIS data to TANSO-CAI, we compared the uncorrected surface
reflectance generated by directly applying Equations (15) to the TANSO-CAI data against the theoretical
surface reflectance. An empirical function for correcting platform differences was summarized as:
RCorrected0.67 = 1.2 × RUncorrected0.67 + 0.015 (16)
where RCorrected0.67 is the corrected surface reflectance in the TANSO-CAI 0.67 µm band, and R
Uncorrected
0.67
is the uncorrected surface reflectance. Here, the theoretical surface reflectance is derived by
the atmospheric correction with help from a Second Simulation of a Satellite Signal in the Solar
Spectrum (6S) radiative transfer code [62], and the spatially and temporally matched AERONET
data. Atmospheric correction is an important step to negate the atmospheric effects and derive
surface reflectance values from satellite-observed data [18,63]. The 6S code is a physically based
model and offers the atmospheric correction working modality to compute the surface reflectance [64].
For atmospheric correction, we selected spatially and temporally matched TANSO-CAI/AERONET
collocated data according to the following criteria: AERONET sites measured within 30 min of the
GOSAT overpasses, and the selected TANSO-CAI data were located within a 25 km radius around the
AERONET sites. In addition, to ensure the accuracy of atmospheric correction and to avoid influence
from multiple aerosol scattering, the selected collocated data for atmospheric correction should have a
low AOD value (τ0.55 < 0.1).
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Table 1. Parameters of the corresponding Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite Thermal and
Near-Infrared Sensor for Carbon Observation Cloud and Aerosol Imager (GOSAT TANSO-CAI) and
MODIS bands used in this study.
GOSAT TANSO-CAI MODIS
Band
Number
Central
Wavelength (µm)
Bandwidth
(µm)
Spatial
Resolution (m)
Band
Number
Central
Wavelength (µm)
Bandwidth
(µm)
Spatial
Resolution (m)
2 0.674 0.664–0.684 500 1 0.645 0.620–0.670 250
3 0.870 0.860–0.880 500 2 0.859 0.841–0.876 250
4 1.600 1.560–1.650 1500 6 1.640 1.628–1.652 500
7 2.130 2.105–2.155 500
3.5. AOD Retrieval
The flowchart for GOSAT TANSO-CAI AOD retrieval is illustrated in Figure 8. The surface
contributions can be determined using the methods mentioned previously. We can derive the AOD by
solving Equation (1) using the following atmospheric parameters (RPath, TdTu, and S). As solving the
equation is a time-consuming process, a look-up table method based on a large range of pre-computed
atmospheric parameters using corresponding pre-set geometrical conditions (θ0, θ, and φ) and AOD
values was prepared to improve the efficiency of the AOD retrieval procedure. The atmospheric
parameters (RPath, TdTu, and S) can be pre-computed by repeatedly running the 6S radiative transfer
code with different parameter combination inputs. The 6S radiative transfer code requires the following
parameters as the input: spectral conditions, geometrical conditions, atmospheric model, aerosol model
type, and AOD values. In the look-up table, the input parameters of the 6S radiative transfer code
for pre-computing the atmospheric parameters (RPath, TdTu, and S) are shown in Table 2. For the
GOSAT TANSO-CAI band 2, twenty-one solar zenith angles, six satellite zenith angles, and nine
relative azimuth angles were pre-set to describe different geometrical conditions. Three different
atmospheric models (Tropical, Midlatitude Summer, and Midlatitude Winter) were taken into account.
The continental aerosol model, a broadly used assumption for over land retrieval, was selected as the
aerosol model. AOD values were set from 0.01 to 2.00, with intervals of 0.01, and the smallest value
was set as 0.001.
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Table 2. The input parameters of the 6S radiation transfer code for a pre-computing look-up table.
Parameters Values
Spectral band GOSAT TANSO-CAI band 2 (central wavelength at 0.67 µm)
Solar zenith angle From 0◦ to 60◦, with a step of 3◦
Satellite zenith angle From 0◦ to 60◦, with a step of 12◦
Relative azimuth angle From 0◦ to 168◦, with a step of 24◦; and 180◦
Atmospheric model Midlatitude Summer, Midlatitude Winter, and Tropical
Aerosol models Continental aerosol model
AOD at 0.55 µm Smallest with a value of 0.001, and from 0.01 to 2.00, with a step of 0.01
When using this look-up table to retrieve AOD for satellite data, the pre-set solar zenith angle,
satellite zenith angle and relative azimuth angle combination closest to the actual satellite observation
would be sought. Under the targeted geometrical condition, there are multiple corresponding sets of
atmospheric parameters (RPath, TdTu, and S) that have been pre-computed and recorded according
to the different pre-set AOD values. Substituting every set of atmospheric parameters (RPath, TdTu,
and S) and the estimated surface reflectance into Equation (1) in sequence allows the theoretical TOA
reflectance for each sequence to be calculated. In the calculated multiple theoretical TOA reflectance,
the value that is closest to the actual TOA reflectance would be selected, and the AOD value of this
selected set would be considered as the retrieved AOD.
In the actual retrieval, however, not all the pixels meet the requirements of the retrieval algorithm;
to ensure retrieval accuracy, only the well-suited pixels should be taken into account during the
retrieval. For example, it is possible to derive the AOD for pixels that have AFRI2.1 values less than
0.4. Our algorithm, however, works best when the AFRI2.1 values are within the range of 0.4–0.9
(as shown in Figure 4). Therefore, when the AFRI2.1 values of pixels were outside this range, then
errors in surface reflectance assumptions would increase, and the accuracy of the results would
decrease. Additionally, regarding the limitations of the instrumentation, because the sensor receives
TOA reflectance at certain wavelengths, values are variable with respect to the surface contributions,
aerosol loading, and geometrical conditions (solar zenith angle, satellite zenith angle, and relative
azimuth angle). In order to explore the application limitations of the TANSO-CAI band 2 in AOD
retrieval, we simulated how TOA reflectance changes with different surface reflectances and different
AOD values. The simulation was conducted with 10 different geometrical condition combinations
(shown in Table 3) and five different AOD values (τ0.55 = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0). Figure 9a–j show the
simulation results according to the geometrical conditions cases of a–j in Table 3. Except for Figure 9j,
which was simulated under extremely special geometrical conditions, all of the other sub-figures
demonstrated that a lower surface reflectance has larger amplitudes of variation in TOA reflectance,
with the AOD increasing. This indicated that when using TANSO-CAI band 2 in AOD retrieval,
ground surfaces that have a lower surface reflectance are more sensitive to AOD changes. Based on
the experimental results, two thresholds have been set for selecting well-suited pixels in the retrieval
scheme: the upper limit of surface reflectance in TANSO-CAI band 2 is set to 0.085 and, at the same
time, the TOA reflectance of band 3 should be larger than 0.225.
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Table 3. Description of the set of different geometrical conditions used to simulate the relationship
between TANSO-CAI TOA reflectance and AOD with different surface conditions.
Case Name Solar Zenith (Degree) Satellite Zenith (Degree) Relative Azimuth (Degree)
a 30 0 0
b 30 30 0
c 30 30 180
d 30 60 0
e 30 60 180
f 60 0 0
g 60 30 0
h 60 30 180
i 60 60 0
j 60 60 180
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4. Results and Discussion
The performance of TANSO-CAI retrieval AOD values at 0.55 µm with our algorithm has
been evaluated by comparison with ground-level measurements from the collocated AERONET.
As the AERONET AOD product has very high accuracy, it is usually considered as “ground truth”
and is widely used for the quantitative validation of satellite-based retrievals [65]. To ensure
comparability between the ground and satellite levels, spatially and temporally collocated TANSO-CAI
and AERONET data were chosen based on the following criteria: the AERONET measurements are
conducted within±15 min of the GOSAT overpass time, and the TANSO-CAI data are collected within
a 10-kilometer radius circular validation area around the AERONET site.
In this study, a total of 117 TANSO-CAI and AERONET collocated data were selected from five
AERONET sites (Vientiane, Xinglong, Dhaka_University, Chiang_Mai_Met_Sta, and Ussuriysk) during
the period from April 2009 to August 2014. The geographical information (longitude, latitude, and
elevation) of these AERONET sites is shown in Table 4. Both the Vientiane and Chiang_Mai_Met_Sta
sites are located in Southeast Asia, and the Dhaka_University, Xinglong, and Ussuriysk sites are located
in South Asia, East Asia, and North Asia, respectively. Figure 10 illustrates the variations of matched
TANSO-CAI and AERONET AODs, with observation dates for these five sites. Figure 11 shows the
scatter plots between the TANSO-CAI AOD and AERONET AOD for individual and entire sites, and
their corresponding summary statistics: the number of samples (N), mean AERONET AOD, root
mean square error (RMSE), mean bias error (MBE), and expected error (EE) are shown in Table 4. As
Figure 10 shows, the behavior of AODs from TANSO-CAI and AERONET is generally consistent for
each site. In this regard, the retrievals are correlated with the overall AERONET sites, with r-values
larger than 0.791. Even so, individual regions have their own particular characteristics. Apparently,
the AODs retrieved from TANSO-CAI are slightly lower than the AERONET measurements over the
Xinglong (Figure 10b) and Ussuriysk sites (Figure 10e), but conversely, the AODs retrieved over the
Dhaka_University site (Figure 10c) are generally higher than the AERONET AODs. We could note
that the AOD measurement data from the Xinglong and Ussuriysk sites are very low, with mean AOD
values of 0.164 and 0.249, respectively. In addition, the dominant land cover type within a 10-km
radius around these two sites is tree cover—broadleaved and deciduous [66]. Similarly, the studies of
Xie et al. [67] show that, for vegetated sites under low aerosol AOD conditions, the MODIS DT tends
to be underestimated. It could be due to an intrinsic system error in the algorithm or an instrument
calibration issue. Alternately, the dominant land cover type around the Dhaka_University site is urban,
with urban areas comprising approximately 60% of the area within the 10-kilometer radius around the
site [66]. Due to the complexity of urban type surfaces, this incorrect estimation of surface reflectance
may impact the retrieval quality. On the other hand, the aerosol model assumption is also a critical
factor closely associated with the retrieval results. The AOD over the Dhaka_University site is very
high, with a mean value of 0.915. As Figure 10c shows, largely overestimated retrievals frequently
occurred during the period from February to April for two consecutive years (2013 and 2014). This
is possibly because the aerosol assumption cannot reflect the characteristics of atmospheric aerosols
during this period. For these reasons, the retrievals over this site have the highest RMSE (0.328) and
MBE (0.245). Very high correlation and low error rates are observed over the Vientiane (r-value = 0.921,
RMSE = 0.141, and MBE = −0.059) and Chiang_Mai_Met_Sta (r-value = 0.974, RMSE = 0.140, and
MBE = 0.099) sites, which are under a high level of aerosol loading and have a mean AERONET AOD
of more than 0.7 and 0.5, respectively. The high quality of retrieval is possibly due to the rural vegetated
land cover type around the sites [68].
The regression equations and lines of the TANSO-CAI versus AERONET AODs are displayed
in Figure 11. In addition, the dashed lines in the graphs are the EE lines. The EE is a confidence
envelope that quotes the sum of the absolute and relative AOD errors, and is often used to estimate
the uncertainty of aerosol products, such as the MODIS aerosol products. When 66% (one standard
deviation) of the points fall within a bounding envelope of the EE as compared to AERONET, the
products are considered “validated.” For the MODIS DT product (Collection 5 and Collection 6), the
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EE for the land AOD product is ±(0.05 + 0.15τ), where τ is the true AOD value [69,70]. The envelope
of the EE as described in Equation (17) shows:
AODAERONET − |EE| ≤ AODTANSO−CAI ≤ AODAERONET + |EE| (17)
In Table 4, two different EEs (EE1: ±(0.05 + 0.15τ) and EE2: ±(0.1 + 0.15τ)) have been tentatively
defined to estimate the uncertainty values of our algorithm. According to our statistical analysis, only
the retrievals over Vientiane were “validated” by the EE1 criterion, with 78.6% of match-ups falling
within the EE envelope of ±(0.05 + 0.15τ). For the total data, only 52.1% of points fell within the EE1
envelope. This means that the current algorithm cannot qualify the accuracy defined by EE1. However,
the uncertainties of this algorithm were in good agreement within EE2. Except for Dhaka_University,
more than 66% of match-ups fell within the EE2 envelope. For the overall data, 69.2% of the overall
data fell within the EE2, and the retrievals highly agreed with the AERONET measurements with an
r-value of 0.922.
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Figure 10. Variation curve of AODs from the spatially and temporally collocated TANSO-CAI and
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) data; (a) Vientiane site; (b) Xinglong site; (c) Dhaka_University
site; (d) Chiang_Mai_Met_Sta site; and (e) Ussuriysk site.
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Table 4. Geographical information and summary statistics for the entire data set and each individual
site: longitude, latitude, elevation, number of samples (N), correlation coefficients (r), root mean square
errors (RMSE), mean bias errors (MBE), and expected errors (EE).
Site Name
Longitude
(Decimal
Degrees)
Latitude
(Decimal
Degrees)
ELEVATION
(Meters) N
Mean
AOD r RMSE MBE EE1 EE2
Vientiane 102.57 17.99 170 28 0.716 0.921 0.141 −0.059 78.6% 82.1%
Xinglong 117.58 40.40 970 19 0.164 0.791 0.136 −0.110 31.6% 73.7%
Dhaka_University 90.40 23.73 34 31 0.915 0.855 0.328 0.245 41.9% 51.6%
Chiang_Mai_Met_Sta 98.97 18.77 312 26 0.520 0.974 0.140 0.099 61.5% 73.1%
Ussuriysk 132.16 43.70 280 13 0.249 0.904 0.119 −0.089 38.5% 69.2%
Total 117 0.584 0.922 0.205 0.045 52.1% 69.2%Remote Sens. 2017, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  17 of 24 
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As part of this algorithm was developed based on several studies using the MODIS DT algorithm, 
the retrievals made using our algorithm were also compared with the MODIS standard aerosol 
products. Here, a MODIS DT Collection 6 AOD product at 3 km (MYD04_3K) from Aqua with a 
similar overpass time to GOSAT was used. Figure 12 compares the TANSO-CAI and MODIS 
retrievals made at comparable times and areas. The comparison results (Figure 11) show that the 
current algorithm performs reasonably well overall and also for individual sites. The correlations of 
TANSO-CAI and MODIS AODs are very strong, and the statistical r-values are all higher than 0.87. 
MODIS has 36 channels, and the DT algorithm uses the blue (at 0.47 µm), red (at 0.65 µm), and SWIR 
(at 2.1 µm) channels to account for the surface signals. Moreover, several additional aerosol models 
were also defined and used in AOD retrievals. However, compared with MODIS, the limitations of 
the TANSO-CAI spectral bands made aerosol retrieval very challenging. As GOSAT TANSO-CAI is 
not equipped with the 2.1 μm band, the estimation of the surface reflectance has to rely on the 
relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1. Although this relationship has proven to be extremely robust under low 
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As part of this algorithm was developed based on several studies using the MODIS DT algorithm,
the retrievals made using our algorithm were also compared with the MODIS standard aerosol
products. Here, a MODIS DT Collection 6 AOD product at 3 km (MYD04_3K) from Aqua with
a similar overpass time to GOSAT was used. Figure 12 compares the TANSO-CAI and MODIS
retrievals made at comparable times and areas. The comparison results (Figure 11) show that the
current algorithm performs reasonably well overall and also for individual sites. The correlations of
TANSO-CAI and MODIS AODs are very strong, and the statistical r-values are all higher than 0.87.
MODIS has 36 channels, and the DT algorithm uses the blue (at 0.47 µm), red (at .65 µm), and SWIR
(at 2.1 µm) channels to account for the surface signals. Moreover, several additional aerosol models
were also defined and used in AOD retrievals. However, compared with MODIS, the limitations of
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the TANSO-CAI spectral bands made aerosol retrieval very challenging. As GOSAT TANSO-CAI
is not equipped with the 2.1 µm band, the estimation of the surface reflectance has to rely on the
relationship of 1.6 vs. 2.1. Although this relationship has proven to be extremely robust under low
aerosol conditions, the associated uncertainty may in fact serve to increase actual AOD retrieval.
Additionally, as the MODIS DT is a multi-channel algorithm, the MODIS blue band is also employed in
AOD retrieval. However, due to the lack of a blue band in TANSO-CAI, only one visible band is used
for AOD retrieval. The single-band algorithm has no degree of freedom to select aerosol models [71].
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We used the 6S radiative transfer code to simulate the relationships between TOA and surface
reflectance in the TANSO-CAI 0.67 µm band under five different aerosol models: continental, urban,
biomass, desert, and maritime [72]. Figure 13a–d shows the simulation results for the different models
when surface reflectances were 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08, respectively. We can see that under the urban
aerosol model, the relationship between TOA and surface reflectance differs greatly from those of
other aerosol models. With the exception of the urban aerosol model, there are only slight differences
between each of the models. This implied that for the TANSO-CAI 0.67 µm band-based algorithm, the
continental aerosol model could potentially be used as the common assumption to describe aerosol
scattering and absorption properties, but actually doing so would lead to large errors when the aerosol
properties were in accordance with the urban aerosol type. Consequently, these deficiencies can restrict
the performance of TANSO-CAI in its accuracy and range of application.
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observe in both the forward and backward di ctions (Table 5) [73]. Henc , the current algorithm could
be adapted to operate on next-generation instruments, greatly ameliorating the ex sting pr ble s
caused by the single-band algorithm.
Table 5. Specification of GOSAT TANSO-CAI-2.
+20 deg. (Forward Viewing) −20 deg. (Backward Viewing)
Band Number Bandwidth(µm)
Spatial
Resolution (m) Band Number
Bandwidth
(µm)
Spatial
Resolution (m)
1 0.333–0.353 460 6 0.370–0.390 460
2 0.433–0.453 460 7 0.540–0.560 460
3 0.664–0.684 460 8 0.664–0.684 460
4 0.859–0.879 460 9 0.859–0.879 460
5 1.585–1.675 920 10 1.585–1.675 920
5. Conclusions
In this study, we proposed a GOSAT TANSO-CAI adapted Dark Target algorithm for aerosol
retrieval based on ideas from the MODIS DT algorithm. TANSO-CAI measures reflectance near
the 1.6 µm wavelength. It does not measure the 2.1 µm wavelength. In the MODIS DT algorithm,
relationships between the 2.1 µm and VIS (red and blue) bands are used to account for the surface
signals. In order to take full advantage of these relationships in the TANSO-CAI retrieval algorithm,
we analyzed the reflectance relationship between 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm with the help of a MODIS surface
reflectance product, and found that their relationship varies according to the surface condition.
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The vegetation index (NDVI or AFRI2.1) can be a very accurate indicator of surface conditions,
and the surface reflectance at 2.1 µm has been parameterized as an empirically derived function of the
1.6 µm surface reflectance and vegetation index. We grouped experimental data with given AFRI2.1
values, and analyzed the changing characteristics of the regression functions (slope and intercept)
obtained for the grouped data set. Our results show that the slopes of the regressions are extremely well
correlated with AFRI2.1, with an r-value of −0.968, and the relationship between regression intercepts
and AFRI2.1 is also high, with an r-value of −0.742. This means that the reflectance relationships at
1.6 µm and 2.1 µm are typically dependent on the amount of vegetation.
In terms of experimental results, an AFRI2.1-based regression function for estimating reflectance
at 2.1 µm from data observed at 1.6 µm was summarized. We tested and compared the performances
in estimation with the linear regression function and the AFRI2.1-based regression function. This
comparison of results indicated that the AFRI2.1-based method has much better performance, and
shows higher agreement with the true values.
As the AFRI2.1 is calculated using the reflectance of the NIR and 2.1 µm bands, and because
TANSO-CAI does not possess the 2.1 µm band, it is very difficult to directly use this AFRI2.1-based
method in the application of TANSO-CAI. As such, we initially developed a method to estimate
AFRI2.1 using the NIR and 1.6 µm bands. Then, using the estimated AFRI2.1, a reflectance connection
between the 1.6 µm and VIS bands can be compiled via the estimated reflectance in the 2.1 µm band.
In the MODIS DT algorithm, the estimation of VIS surface reflectance is dependent on both
geometry (scattering angle) and surface conditions (NDVISWIR). Our results show that AFRI2.1 is
highly correlated with the NDVISWIR under low aerosol loading conditions (r-value of 0.943). Since
both NDVISWIR and AFRI2.1 are defined by longer wavelengths that are much less influenced by
aerosol than regular NDVI, similar to the MODIS DT algorithm, we took the scattering angle and
AFRI2.1 into account to develop a method for estimating surface reflectance at 0.67 µm from the 1.6 µm
band for TANSO-CAI.
AOD retrieval over land from TANSO-CAI was conducted based on estimated surface reflectance.
These retrievals were validated by comparison against measurements from five different AERONET
sites. The retrievals displayed very high consistency with the AERONET measurements (r-value of
0.922). The uncertainty values for this algorithm were assessed using the expected error envelope of
±(0.1 + 15% AODAERONET), and 69.2% of retrievals fell within this expected error lines. The mean bias
error for the overall experimental data is 0.045.
The demonstrated approaches for GOSAT TANSO-CAI AOD retrieval can be used in conjunction
with other sensors that measure reflectance in corresponding wavelength bands, especially sensors
which have SWIR bands near the 1.6 µm wavelength but lack the 2.1 µm band. This study offers a new
idea for estimating surface reflectance in the VIS band from the SWIR band. However, like the MODIS
DT algorithm, this algorithm is also unable to work over bright land surfaces. In addition, although
the 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm SWIR bands are not sensitive to fine-mode aerosol particles, under the dust
aerosol condition, the atmosphere is no longer transparent. Therefore, use of the current algorithm is
restricted to dust aerosols [74,75].
With regard to the second-generation sensor GOSAT CAI-2, this work could be a meaningful
reference, and the existing deficiencies (e.g., the single-band based retrieval method) caused by current
instrument limitations can be expected to improve in the future. Red and blue bands are used in the
current MODIS DT algorithm, and GOSAT CAI-2 will provide new measurement capability in the
blue band. According to Equation (3), an approach for estimating surface reflectance in the blue band
from the 1.6 µm band could be developed, one which has the potential to modify the current algorithm
for GOSAT CAI-2 by employing the blue band. Moreover, both CAI and CAI-2 possess the ultraviolet
band, and the AOD at the ultraviolet band is an important parameter. The use of the ultraviolet band
would be helpful for detecting absorbing aerosol, and offers a good opportunity for further studies to
take the advantage of the GOSAT CAI ultraviolet band in AOD retrieval.
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